We consider two unique products x = f[(l+a n p n ),
Introduction
Let Q p denote the field of p-adic numbers, that is, the completion of the rational field Q relative to the usual /?-adic valuation | I . Consider the circle ("disc", "ball") with centre 1 and radius p~l in Q p , where following Sprindzuk [7, page 67] we define the circle C(x, r) with centre x and radius r to be {y e Q p : \x -y\ p < r}. Then ^3, is the set of all p-adic integers with p-adic expansions of type 1 + £~, c n p" , where c n e Y p := {0, 1 , . . . , p -1}. [2] p-adic product expansions 259 can be written in the forms
x = f[(l+a n p"), and x = f[(l+p
where a n , b n e T p . These representations are therefore product analogues of the standard series representations 52T=o c nP" » c n e ^ > ^o r P-adic integers. Ruban [6] has outlined proofs that the following analogues of properties of "decimal" expansions of real numbers are valid for the standard series representation of p-adic integers x = ^2'^s O " (i) the "digit" functions c n : Z p -> r p are identically-distributed and independent random variables relative to Haar measure /i on Z , with (i{x: c n (x) = k} = p~l for each n > 1 and each k eT p ;
(ii) relative to Haar measure on Z p , almost all p-adic integers x have the same asymptotic frequency p~i = lim -#{r < n: c(x) = k}
The latter result of Ruban is of course a p-adic analogue of Borel's theorem on "simply" normal real numbers, and it is natural to ask whether the abovestated product representations have similar properties. The main purpose of the present paper is to establish such results, as well as further ones including some involving error estimates and also general normality (to base p).
Normality of the simple product
We shall refer to x = ] 1~ IC 1 + a n P n ) > a n = a n ( x ) € ^ , as the simple product for x e ^J,. Properties like its existence with unique p-adic digits a n {x) for given x e^P , , and the convergence of arbitrary products of this type to elements of ^J,, were treated in [2] . In particular if 1 < r, < r 2 and b x , b 2 e {1, ... , p -1} , but later factors of the product need not always conform to this initial pattern.
The preceding conclusions also imply that there exist well-defined operators a: «p, -> r p and T: <p, -> *p,, with a(x) = a x (x) and T(x) = ECtiO +a n+1 (x)p") for x e <p,. Then a 2 (x) = a{T{x)) and more generally a r (x) = a(T
r~l (x)).
By first proving that the operator T is ergodic relative to Haar measure on "L p , it is possible to deduce that almost every use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700030536 [3] x € ^J, has a "simply normal" product expansion as above, in the sense that the asymptotic frequency lim -#{r < n: aJx) = k) = p~l n-»oo n for each digit k e T p . Instead, however, we shall use probability theory and only minor properties of T, in order to derive error terms for such limits, and also other results including the general normality to base p of the sequence (a r (x)) for almost every x e Vp l . Here, as in Postnikov [5, page 62], we define a sequence of integers a r e F := {0, 1 , . . . , q -1} to be normal to base q > 1 if and only if , a 2 , ..., a n ). Now consider the Haar measure n on Z , normalized so that ^(^J,) = fi(pZ ) = 1. A convenient description of (i is given in Sprindzuk [7, pages 67-70] . In particular n(C) = p~" for any circle C(x, r) of radius r = /?""-' as before, and /*(<£,) = 1 since «p, = C ( l , / ? " ' ) .
Next put / 0 = «p,, and, for any given digits k y , ... , k n e F p , let
We shall call I n a {simple) basic cylinder of rank n. Any x e /" has the form x = co n UZn+\( l + a /) > w h e r e °>n = n?=i(l + AyP Given any h e Y' now define new random variables e t r h on ^J, by letting e t r h (x) = 1 if a, r {x) = h, and e t r h (x) = 0 otherwise.
Then, relative to fi, e t r h has the same expected value q~l, and variance (q -l)q~2, for each r > 1 and h eY q . Therefore, by standard theorems on sums of independent and identically-distributed random variables (compare [1, Theorems 3.16-3.18]) we obtain It follows from the first assertion of Theorem 1.4 that lim -#{r < n: a t r (x) = h} = q~l a.e.
for each h e F ? . This amounts to the assertion that, for any t > 1 and almost every x e ^J,, the sequence (a t r (x)) is "simply" normal to base q = p'. By one half of a standard theorem (compare [4, Theorem 8.3] ) which is usually stated for decimal-type expansions of real numbers, but amounts to a purely combinatorial assertion (with a combinatorial proof) about sequences of digits, this conclusion about all the sequences (a t r (x)) now yields (1.5) THEOREM. For almost every x e $*,, the sequence {a r (x)) of simpleproduct digits of x is normal to base p, in the sense of (1.2).
The binomial product
Now consider the binomial product x = T\™ =l (l + p") b " for x e $5,, with unique /7-adic digits b n = b n (x) e T , having basic properties [3] quite similar to those of the earlier (simple) product. In particular n>r i f l < r , 6 e { l , . . . , / > -l } , but later factors of the binomial product need not always conform to this initial pattern. In view of the direct parallel between the basic properties of the simple and binomial products, it is now possible to essentially translate the earlier discussion in order to derive directly parallel conclusions. In particular, Theorems 1.4-1.5 carry over to the sequence (b r {x)) of binomial-product digits of x e ^3,, showing amongst other facts that this sequence is also normal to base p, for almost every x . Further details are omitted here. [6] p-adic product expansions 263
